This release addresses the Error Reports 2092, 2111, 2115, 2117 and 2118

Error Report 2092
Error Report 2092 identifies a problem with the field level help text for the Vision Insurance Opt-Out Code (EDB0379). Release 1625 made “C” a valid value when the Assigned BELI is “P”, but the help text was not updated to reflect this. The help text for the Vision Plan Code (EDB0347) was also updated for consistency.

Error Report 2111
Error Report 2111 identifies several problems with the on-line help anchors on several CICS screens. The problems ranged from the wrong field level help text appearing for a requested field to areas of a screen that lack field level help.

Error Report 2115
Error Report 2115 identifies three problems on the HPER screen.

1. When the on-line help option is invoked for the RET/FICA field, screen level appears instead of field level help.

2. When the on-line help option is invoked for the BELI field, the group field level help, EDB0360G, displays field level help for the Benefits Eligibility Level Indicator - Assigned (EDB0360) and Benefits Eligibility Level Indicator - Derived (EDB0375) data elements instead of the Benefits Eligibility Level Indicator - Assigned and the Benefits Eligibility Level Effective Date (EDB0341). In addition, the date appearing on the screen is the Benefits Eligibility Level Effective Date. When the on-line help option is invoked, the help text for the Benefits Eligibility Date (EDB0361) is displayed.

3. When the help option is invoked for the EREL/EUC field, the group field level help text that is displayed, EDB0160G, displays help for three data elements, including one which is not on the HPER screen.
**Error Report 2117**

Error Report 2117 identifies a problem with the field level help text for the Retirement Gross field on the IMTH screen. When the on-line help option is invoked, the field level help text for the Retirement Gross YTD (EDB5505) appears instead of the Current Month Retirement Gross (EDB5520).

**Error Report 2118**

Error Report 2118 identifies a problem with the field level help text for the QTD SWT Deduction Balance (PPP0048). Invalid characters appear in the help text.

**CICS Help**

**CICS Help Text**

The field level help text for Vision Insurance Opt-Out Code was updated to reflect the additional value of “C”.

The field level help text for Vision Plan Code was modified for consistency in the description of the “XC” value.

A new group field level help text, EDB0122G, was created. The new help text consisted of two data elements, Retirement System Code (EDB0122) and the FICA Eligibility Code (EDB0120).

A new group field level help text, EDB360G2, was created. The new help text consisted of two data elements, the Benefits Eligibility Level Indicator – Assigned, (EDB0360), and Benefits Eligibility Level Effective Date, (EDB0341).

A new group field level help text, EDB160G2, was created. The new help text consisted of two data elements, the Employee Relations Code (EDB0160) and the Employee Unit Code (EDB0255).

The field level help text PPP0048 was updated to eliminate the display of invalid characters.

**CICS Help Anchors**

The CICS field level help anchors were modified for the following screens:

**IBA1 Screen**

The help text anchor for the SPECIAL TRNG REQUIRED field was modified so that field level help text for Special Training Required (EDB0385) appears instead of screen level help for the data portion of the field.

**IBA2 Screen**

The help text anchor for the INCORRECT FLAG (UCX0210) field was modified so that field level help text appears in the data portion of the field instead of screen level help.

**IBAL Screen**

The help text anchors were added to the QTD SWT GRS field so that field level help text for State Withholding Tax Gross QTD (EDB5547) data element appears instead of screen level help.

The help text anchors were added to the QTD SWT DED field so that field level help text for QTD SWT Deduction Balance (PPP0048) appears instead of screen level help.

**IBN1 Screen**

The help text anchors for the majority of the fields including the NAME field at the bottom of the screen were modified so that the correct field level help text appears instead of screen level help.
**IBN2 Screen**

The help text anchors were added to the VISION END DATE field so that field level help for Vision Coverage End Date (EDB0346) appears instead of screen level help.

**IHR2 Screen**

The help text anchors were added to each field in the header area of the screen so that field level help text appears instead of screen level help.

The help text anchors were modified for the TOTAL HRS AT MONTH BEGIN field so that field level help for Hours Toward Benefits Eligibility – Total (EDB5142) appears instead of screen level help.

**IMBR Screen**

The help text anchors were added to the DENTAL DCED field for the first dependent so that field level help for Dental Plan Coverage EFF Date-Dependent (EDB0640) appears instead of screen level help.

The help text anchors were added to the Vision DCED field for the second dependent so that field level help for Vision Plan Coverage EFF Date-Dependent (EDB0641) appears instead of screen level help.

**HPER Screen**

The help text anchors were added to the EMP SER CREDIT field so that field level help for Employment Service Credit Months (EDB0719) appears instead of screen level help.

The help text anchors were added to the EMP SER FROM field so that field level help for Employment Service Credit Start Date (EDB0720) appears instead of screen level help.

The help text anchors were added to RET/FICA so that field level help for Retirement System Code (EDB0122) and FICA Eligibility Code (EDB0120) data elements appear instead of screen level help.

The help text anchors were modified for that BELI field so that field level help for Benefits Eligibility Level Indicator - Assigned (EDB0360) and Benefits Eligibility Level Effective Date (EDB0341) data elements appear.

The help text anchors were modified for the EREL/EUC field so that field level help for Employee Relations Code (EDB0160) and Employee Unit Code (EDB0255) data elements appear.

**IMTH Screen**

The help text anchors were modified for the RETIREMENT GROSS field so that field level help for Current Month Retirement Gross (EDB5520) appears

---

**Installation Instructions**

- Import revised CICS Help Anchors from PAYDIST.R1786.HELPANCH (refer to sample JCL in PAYDIST.R1786.JCL (LOADANCH)).
- Import revised CICS Help Text from PAYDIST.R1786.HELPDDSE (Refer to sample JCL in PAYDIST.R1786.JCL (LOADDDSE)).

**Test Plan**

A separate test plan document is provided for this release.
Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is not urgent. As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Robert.Glaser@ucop.edu or call (510)987-0454

Robert Glaser